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The End of the Iron Ore Bubble
Mining and mining related areas have been very weak over the last few months. While the bullish sentiment on mining that was
apparent in the first quarter of the year has disappeared, the problem remains that the fundamental mismatch in the industry
remains.
As shown below, the Chinese steel industry has continued to see cash margins remain compressed, with recent spot pricing
showing that margins have not improved in June.

This may seem odd to some investors as iron ore and metallurgical coal prices have weakened of late, but every cost reduction
to Chinese steel makers has been lost in price completion in China. Despite such fierce competition and increasing signs of
slowing growth, Chinese steel production has continued at all time high levels.
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Chinese steel industry profitability has not improved. Angang Steel (347 HK, 000898 CH) – reported a loss of 2.1bn RMB in
2011. It has followed up this full year loss with 1.9bn loss in the 1st quarter of 2012 alone. I have no reason to believe this
trend has changed. Debt ratios have continued to climb.
While mining names have been weak – they have yet to catch up with the performance of their main clients, Chinese steel
producers. The risk reward in shorting miners still looks compelling.
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